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H = Press Club Host (I) - l. "lll~/~/7~ Butler tape. Washington, D.C. Press Club 
B Thatts the hell of it. I dontt know whether I want them reporting my absence 
or not 
H Congressman Butler has very graciously agreed to stay on and answer some 
questions and make it so the evening isntt a complete bust. As I say, we 
will try to reschedule the other broader panel later. The other panelists 




The history of impeachment in the U.S. is that the House has only voted out 
impeachment 13 times in the history of the country . Therets been one 
senator, cabinet officer, 10 judges - which doesntt speak well for judges -
and one president. And out o_f that 13, have only resulted 1~ conf'ictions. 
All of them were judges. The l ast one was in 1936 when Judge Halstead Ritte:s, 
~ U.S. District Court Judge in Fla. was impeached and removed from the 
bench and since then no one has had any experience with impeachment . So the 
issue now befo~ the House Judiciary Committee except for those of those in 
Congress who have been around since 1936, is brand new for everybody. Youtve 
noted by the debate that the rules are pretty los se. It depends upon who 
you want to talk to as to what kind of interpretation you want to get. 
Congressman ihd::ei Butler is one of 3 7 members of the House who will decide 
if we are going to have our ll~th impeachment this year - this ~pring. Wher•e 
it stands. me 1 s one who will be privy to the contents of th....-:bulging 
b.,.rief easel youtve all seen in the newspaper. And what I would like to 
do maybe now, is let Congressman Butler speak to you just on his views 
on impeachment and anything he wants to talk about it and then just open 
it up to questions from the floor. Congressman Butler replaced Congressman 
Poff in 1972. Congressman p()ff as you recall was involved in the hassle 
over Supreme Court nominations and baci.dout so there would be no controversy. 
He ts from Roanoke, Virginia. He I s ~, . • on the panel tonight, he was 
third ranking in seniority and I don 1 t know the rest cause I haventt figured 
that out - I 1 m not a mathmetician. But on that note, I 1 ll let Congressman 
Butler talk. 
Well, I thank you very much. In my line of work as you know, we never turn 
down an opportunity to make a speech or speak to an audience and so I really 
didn 1 t have a real difficult choice tonight when I had told you that I would 
be here. I 1m pleased to be here amb<.:amx~ in an opportunity to participate 
in this panel. I was told that - to be prepared for a one or two minute 
opening statement and then we 1 d get some questions and we would have a 
spectrum of view on the panel that would give us some broad approach to 
the whole problem and of course, I will tell you a little bit maybe perhaps 
about the strectrum that you would be presented with - Bob McC:itory from 
Ill. is my good frien~ is a Republican and I think he 1 s of the scpool 
of thought that the circumstances have got to be extreme indeed - J,t i7 fact 
I 1 m just not quite sure that there is an impeachment situation that we would 
find him voting for it. On the other hand we would have Don Edwards from 
Calif. who I would believe was totally committed to impeac1:jent but and then 
Barbara J 0 rdan from Texas and myself and we are somewhere i 1between. 
So here we are, we 1 ve got, I think, the truth in me and we will dwell on 
t hat. When I first started practicing law I had an extremely cantakerous 
senior partner in ~~law firm and I was extremely young and the same 
modest, unassuming fellow then that I am now and I remember he called m:e 
. us into his office - the younger lawyers - and he said, !1We 1 re just not 
11 / getting any work done here. There are too many of you who are ljJ<.e our 
~ ~viA-l,1.,1 partner here - George Jackman - he I s gonna work on one thing until he 
finishes it and so he lets the work ~M pile up and then there 1 s John 





to any of it and he sax~ says the best way to be is to take on what you 
can do but keep everything working and then be perfect just like me. 
I 1m the one in the middle. I feel likeJ~=wsweek has presented me 
in our spectrum as a persuadable. I £2 x like maybe I lM s ~la~ 
I 1 m in a position to give you a fair view of the situation as it 1 s 
presented on the carunittee at this moment and so I'll do the best I 
can to provide you with a panel. 
The Judiciary Committee in my view has two responsibilities at the mommnt. 
First - it must make recommendations with reference to impeachment. Secondly, 
,and perhaps of equal importante, it must so conduct itself, that the 
:I 
Congress and the American Peop+k, will be persuaded as to the reasonableness 
and the fairness of its recommendations. 1 1 m satisfied that if the 
Judiciary Committee does the job assigned to it in such a manner as to 
affirm its expressed determination to be fair and thorough, it 1 s recommendation 
will be quickly accepted by the American people and the approval of the 
House of Representatives will be almost perfuntor y. 
A Judiciary Committee which allows itself to engage in a course of conduct 
beneath the dignity of its high responsibility, however, jeopardizes 
the peestigious recommendations it might otherwise have and prolongs the 
national agony unnecessarily. Therefore I think it important that we 
avoid partisan~ angles, unnecessary commentary and responses to criticism 
from our procedures. We have available to usR all the resources to find 
the truth. Possibly the largest investigative staff ever assembled in this 
country. The greatest wealth of accumulated data and unlimited financial 
resour~es. There is no reason why we should not be able to collect the 
relevant information and determine all the relevant facts. r The only possible 
~ 
doubt would be in those areas where the President himselfTeclines to comment 
or withholds requested but relevant data in which case the committee 
~
might indulge - and I emphasize the option here - t~e presumption of adverse 
information which when cou led with other circumstances, could provide 
the asis for an impeachable misconduc a · d 
~jf;:'.~ ~st unforrtiunate fl!!mx:a,cy for many reasons. But bear in rn1nd, any W charges against the President of' the United States made by our Judiciary 
Committee which has preceded in a responsible manner will be accepted by 
the people of the United States as determinations of fact. We cannot 
persuade ourselves or anyone else that without unlimited respurses E~ and ou( 
passionate dedication to truth, we would make allegations the accuracy 
of which we would question. Thereforex, in as much as the President of the 
United States will be stuck with a heavy if not insurmountable presumption 
of the truth, of any charges made against him, the Judic~ommi\tee 
v1 
fairness should extend to him the right to participate in its delibera-
ions to the extent that the accused would ici a e in 
ny trial. Also in our s o truth, we should make available to our-= 
elves the greatest device yet discovered for finding the truth, the~ul 
ination of adverse witnesses by counsel for the accuse,d. I1m 
confident the Committee will ultimately come to this conclusiorui. Should 
the Judiciary Committee - on the other hand - fail to proceed in a manner 
consistant with traditional ideas of fair play or allow the questions 
presented to it to be resolved too often along party lines,~l 
have fallen · s onsibility and the effect will ·b-e to divide 
-e country and prolong the debate or no real useful purpose. The 
responsibilities whmck circumstances have suddenly imposed upon an 
unsuspecting Judiciary Committee are also the responsibilitjes of each 
individual member of the committee. I, for one, recognize the responsibility 
this imposes upon me to proceed cautiously, to listen carefully, to probe 
deeply and to reser · · ement until t o riate t· It 1 s a 
hard job. I 1 m trying my best, as we a are but I need all the help that 







and share withl_you some of your thoughts about the impeachment process and 
maybe - -~ t:ftE!•, course of our discussion we will come to conclusions which 
will be helpful to us both. So with that preliminary statement, Pm prepared 
for what questions may be asked. 




She is saying - and I 1m going to give it to you strdight - (you know I feel 
like I1 ve really been promoted here ... I 1 m replacing three panels and a 
moder'atoI' - and nmv Pm going to take over· the questioning.) The question 
was in view of the information this afternoon that the President owed so 
much in taxes, what affect will that have 1s.1~x±NR on our dellber•ations? 
The response to that is that this is a staff report and those people whose~·: 
presented it to us on the floor today being Chairman Mills and M1'. Snaveley • 
were specific in their statement that the panel itself - the committee has 
not reached any judgement on it. Certainly this is~f2ctor that we 1 ve got 
to take into consideration as we go along. I haven 1 t had a chance to review 
it. 1rve only seen it and found out how heavy it is - close to 500 pages -
and knowing that I might be asked questions about it, I very deliberately 
avoiaed .looking it over with any care this afternoon. I 1m quite certain 
it becomes a fact that has to be analyzed and reviewed and those questions 
may very well ask further questions that we - our staff - should further 
probe but at the moment, I have no view of it. 





I'm in the NRfortunate positmnn of not having that information long enough 
to have had to assimulate it. But now I think rrve added one more - now rrm 
a newscaster - what is left? 
The question was - in view of the fact that the proceedings of the Judiciary 
Committee are analygous to a Grand Jury proceeding, where counsel is not 
generally permitted, how would I defend my suggestion that the President 
ought to be entitled to have his counsel present here? 
I would like - my statement was - that in fairness, we should give him 
the same right to participate in our deliberations that we would give 
anyone else the right to participate in any trial. There's a distinction 
I think between a grand jury and what we are doing. Since rrm the moderator 
rrm going to explain it to you that my opinions are involved in what rrm 
saying here and your11 just have to separate the wheat from the chaff there 
but basically, the analagy between a Grand Jury and a proceeding of the 
Judiciary Committee falls down once you get beyond the first step which 
is that the Grand Jury presents the charges and the Judiciary Committee 
or the House of Representatives presents the charges in an impeachment 
because the Grand Jury proceedings are in secret - they are presented 
with only one side of the case and they are mased on the limited informa-
tion before them. If they have the feeling that there is probable cause 
from the limited information before them, that a crime has been committewi 
then they present an indictment and of course, not infrequently, the 
prosecuting attorney will dismiss the indicbnent himself when he investigates 
further. Werre not in that analygous position. We have ER~XR before the 
Judiciary Committee as I have mentioned - the largest investigative staff 
ever assembled. There shouldnrt be any question in our minds about what 
the facts are. The only way we could have any questions in our mind is 
the facts which we have qequested from the White House that have not been 
forthcoming. That would be another question. But basically, we have 
all the facts available to us and we canrt hide behind the questions of 
is this a probable cause or not - we ought to hnow whether a fact is a fact 
or not and therefore - and I think also the American people - are saying 
yourve spent all thsse millions of dollars - yourve got all the staff -
when you come up with a conclusion, we think its a conclusion of fact. 
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B Therefore whatever happens - as far as the American people is concerned 
and ar eon the Committee are concerned, we will have he 
/ 
~ts Well under those circumstances, i it is only fair that the 
accused have an opportunity to be present if he wants to and we have been 
requested - now the judgement of whether he made a wise judgement or not 
iB asking us to permit his counsel to be present is another question but 
having asked us for that - I think in fairness to him, that we ought to 
allow his counsel to proceed as anybody else would participate in a 
hearing. 
last part of question - what will be left for the senate to do? 
The question was - you have used the word ntrial 11 twice - which means 
__.. A that he's going to be tried by the House of RepEesentatives, what are 
~ __:::: you leaving for the Seate to do? 
~ Well, as a philosophical matter, I view th:=i+ with tnt-:=il indifference~ 
~ ,ft/ 
As a practical matter, I think that my use of''trial"was not intended to 
indicate that I thought that we were conducting a trial in the traditional 
sense but as far as the American people as concerned, we are determining 
facts and to that extent that is what we are doing. Now we may very well 
be in the situation where the accused has two chances to disprove the 
charges against him and I don't see anything wrong with that but it 
seems to me if we are going to undertake th find the facts then the 
majority of our~group - The House of Representatives - believes the 
facts as we determine them and believes the facts as we find them constitute 
ZDl~Ra~kooRNt impeachable misconduct, then it - the question goes to the 
Senate - well a majority of the House believes this conclusion of fact 
and this conclusion of law - 2/ 3rd of the Senate must also do so and that 
is simply the way the Consittmtion is written. It's a big hurdle to remove 
somebody from office for misconduct. I think the Constitution was written 
that way. f.,.f,1/~~; 
This is fun repeating questions - gives me time to think of an answer. 
The question was - have we ever had instances in the past where the 
accused has been privileged to be represented by c.Pcun~ and the answer 
is yes. It's a matrter of substantial IQ~R:simurt p~t~f~ t and the more 
recent prescidents are in that direction. It is however, a matter of 
grace with the committee and not a matter of right. And I do not think 
that if we decline to let the President or his counsel be present, that 
we would have prespassed upon his rights at all. I think it's entirely 
a matter of grace. Whether the President of the United StatessN in person 
should be present or not, if he requests it, I think we should permit 
it but I would be very much surprised if he would make such a reyuest. 
I have no reluctance to answer these questions but 
All of a sudden it occurs to me that I am speaking with an awful lot of 
authority for a. lot of people and I 1 m still in my first term in the 
Congress so I hope you'll recognize that you're not getting the big 
guns here but we're just going to do the best we can. To respond to 
your question, my feeling about that from the first has been very clear. 
That if we are not going to let the President be present, then or by 
counsel, and cross examine that we should not throw this sort of thing 
open to the public because it becomes truly a Grand Jury proceeding. 
But if we make that decision then to the extent that we can consistently 
with our deliberations, I would say that we have to open it to everyone 
and I think that's the wa it ought to be if that's the way we are 
going to roceed. I -e-of tv ---.s1.S long 
Q_es not interfere with the deliberations and soi i ge s a little 
hot and a little un.c.oin±:or---t--ah-le and its stra~ - w~~~ a.II due respect to 
your p__ro~n___- there are those among us who do have goocl manners 
an-ct::rt sometimes interferes with the proceedings and if that develops 
then I think we would have to make appropriate allowances but I think that 
in principle, now you are ta.llking about Committee deliberations, I won't 











presume to speak for the House or the Senate. 
But would you expect if the evidence to 38 elected members of Congress 
in secrecy - would you expect it to remain secret? 
Oh, no! No! 
Well wouldn 1 t you expect recorded versions to come out of it? to the public 
, You 1 d have 38 different congressmen besieged by reporters wonldnrt you? 
So you want to add 38 congressmen and 50 newspaper reporters and then 
werd get 78 versions of it - is that what you are suggesting? 
I think we take our chances when we select our committee and it is a gig 
committee but if we have the theory of it that we are proceeding in an 
executive session then we ought to. I 1 m not concerned about that the 
distortion in the view that would come out of it because ultimately we 
would have to lave a report and a commentary from the other side. From 
time to time during the proceedings there isnrt any question about it 
1 that the leaks would abound but as far as the opportunity to get one man 
to stand up and make accusations, which would be immediately televised 
snd immediately broadcast, without the opportunity to cross examine, 
or to examine on behalf of his advisary, offends my seBse of aair play 
but I 1 m open to persuasion on it. But thatrs my immediate reaction. 
And itrs an immediate reaction thatrs been with me for several weeks. 
I really want to ask you if you think Nixon ought to resign. 
Well you can ask me that - the answer is no. Do you have another question? 
Well let me put it in a»0xhREXWN~X a different way. 
Alright. 
V 
You have to run for reelection in N vember (B- if I want to come back~ thatrs 
for sure.) And yourre from a rural 8istrict and I wonder whetbeY" you would 
rather have Ford or President Nixon as tbe gny 111bose running 
B Well, the question is - hers not going to ask me if I want the President to 
resign or not - hers going to ask me whether I would rather have Ford or 
Nixon as my president. And I would say this - that I would think that _ 
~ we would no to be in a situation where we had forced the resi nation ur~' 
f~tfll<;,,{'(o e United States for po itical a e. There isn any question 
~
abou · a a honeymoon situation would arise as far as Republican 
candidates develop but I do not think that would alter the result in my 
district - or for me - and if it did and that was the basis on which 
I proceeded to impeach the President, I would be so ashamed of myself 
that I probably wouldnrt run again anyway 
Q In your statement in the beginning you mentioned partisanship and I just 
wondered at this point in time whether you still think that the charges 
aginst Nixon are based on partisanship or whether the disclosures that 
have come aut about the people he hired, people who worked with him in 
the White House, his taxes, his general conduct, are partisan or whether 
maybe they are downright immoral. 
B Well, I donrt think I will try to repeat that question. Basically, I canrt 
find any useful purpose uo be gained by me at this time in my position on 
the Judiciary Committee on speculating on the motives of the people who have 
✓brought the charges. It seems to me serious charges bave been made ,.by 
inteJlifent aeople ~o have strong ~eelings about the situation and its 
been re erre to our committee for deliberation and determination. I think 
our responsibility is to rise as far as we can above the partisan issues 
and as far as we can above the petty charges that pass in the political 
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B arena and do the best we can to make a judicial determination in fairness 
N£ of the facts and move on so the country can get started on something else 
if thatrs the case. Xf'vf: 
I would have - you Nn~ rrm - that question really doesnrt bother me a bit 
from this point of view - anybody that has the president of the United 
States come to his district and campaign for him is going to have a definite 
plus out of it under any circumstance. I have no reservations whatsoever 
about saying that it wnihld improve my position in my district to have 
~ the President of the Unieed States come into my district and grace us with 
his presence. Now, having said tmt, I do think it would be inappropriate 
under the circumstances because - for a member of the Judiciary Committee 
to have that circumstance develop but thatrs the only reason why I would 
not personally invite.him. 
Q Some observers are convinced that a recent poll showed that only 21% of the 
American people give real popularity to Congress and this would prevent the 
Congress from getting together over an unpopular confrontation such as 
impeachment. Would you agree ~ka±z~0iz±i~a»s as a politician that 435 
Congressman would not be able to impeach a president? 
B You know rrm a lawyer - and we never ask questions like that and it always 
kind of shakes me up when we start off with one and all of a sudden werve 
got another question. But I think if I understand your question, Congress 
is_in disreEute - do I believe that we are such bad people and how could 
they possibly get together and make a decision? You mean do we have the 
L courage to do it if the facts indicate that its necessary? And I have no reservations about my own problem with that and as far as my cohorts are concerned, each one of them is going to have to face that decision, ' / hopefu]Jy we wonrt have to fac:Cit - but each one willzkaxextNzf~E2xtk~t V if he has to face that decision will have to face it. But it is difficult 
to all of a sudden to find yourself in an elective office as a political 
animal suddenly called upon to exercise an entirely different approach 
to a set of facts and it calls for a lot of resources that you may not 
,/have but I have only been here 18 months and I donrt think the job is 
Gd.- so good that I am willing to sacrifice my integrity for that and I suspect 
::::-;--- that most of the Congressmen would feel the same way in the long run. 
"7~ 
We have as I suggested - werve got a staff of well over a_l□ O andJ:2,ver half 
of those are lawyers so you can see how fast werre moving. We have made 
- our staff has devised this persuit of fact into six different categories. 
Some of them are less - no only one is wafergate, personal finance is another, 
where tax questions arise. I would think that shortly - and this is a 
prediction without being precea~d by a poll, that I would think shortly 
that we :mQNXR will start limiting the areas of further pursuit that we 
would be in effect be defining impeachable misconduct by excluding areas 
of inquiry that theyrve undertaken before and for example, I suspect 
impoundment we will decide very shortly we have no business pursuing that 
as a basis for an impeachable offense and the like. As we exclude then 
we will hone in - the staff I think would hone in on the various areas. 
And so Watergate is not the only area but I suspect that when the final 
showdown is it that that is the 11?3, a:r~~/ questions are going to arise. 
~~ 
The question is - the deputy counsel for the minority is Sam Garrison and 
he has been - I donrt know that he has been quoted as saying this - but 
something has been attributed to him, somewhere , in effect that his 
responsibility is to malce s~e that ths President is uat impeached. I feel 
like the respoinsibility of the staff is the same as that of the committee 
and that is to make sure that all of the facts are brought out and the 
responsibility of the minorit~ staff i~,to react to any facts that come 
~o them to make sure t~at th~ adversfil(fView of a particular factual de£elopment 
is developed to the point that all of the information is brou~t to us. 
.t'age , - '+/ ::J/ , '+ 
-~ . ' ~ 
B I would like to think that the staff is not going to preswne to recommend to 
us what to do. The staff is a fact finding operation. The Judiciary Committee 
has the ultimate responsibility to make the decision based on the facts that 
are developed for us. 
Q If you voted one way in committee and between that time and the time for 
the vote in the House that your constituents were overwhelming against 
L.--"" impeachment, would you change your vote? (essence of questions) 
B No. I think basically the question you are asking me - are we here to carry 
messages for our constituents or are we here to bring our best judgement to 
bear on the situation? 
Q/Are you responsible to your constituents or to your sonscieuce, thatts 




fi Well, Itll put it this way. There are damned few people that dontt try 
to make both of them come to e nd in my own situation I am ho eful 
ta is situation would never arise but I rea ly personally have no 
~real problem with that at all. As Itve tried to say before, I just don 1 t 
thin1< the Job is all that good that - we certainly are going to have 
access to more information than our constituents do and I have tried to 
keep them advised of whatts going on and rtve tried to keep them advised 
of my feelings - thatts itts mighty important for me to reserve judgement 
and I hope that if Itve done the job Itm supposed to do representing them, 
Itve convinced them that regardless of the way it comes out, that I have 
made a conscientious determination of the situation. And thatts why it 
doesntt disturb me so much about having the President come into the 
district one way or the other, I think the Congress is going to be judged 
not by Watergate but how we reacted to Watergate and if we gring out 
best judgement to bear upon it I think we will receive help from our 
constituents. But to further answer your question - fortunately, the 
filing date for my opposition will pass before the votes are taken and 
so ... 
yatll 
I want ~~W<x~iks to help my xi~NRN friend Jack Betts over 
hets got to explain to the Roanoke newspaper how I can be 
the floor and not neglecting my duties so if you have any 
sul5Jects, Iw:i.sh youtd drop by and talk to him before you 
who asked the t· ques ic 
here/ because 
here and.. not on 
ideas on those 
leave. 
Q Really appreciate what you have done tonight .... I would like to ask you a 
/ question in another area ... How do you feel about Motherhood? 
B Well, Itll tell you this. I have four children and you can overdo anything. 
I thank you very much for the oppor'E'O:n11~i~t~y~4t~o~b~e~h~e~rt!.ee _ ___________ ~ 
staying and 
H Again, I want to thank Congressman Butlet/for helping.us out of a.ID<Mg±¥ 
xxxxxxxsixwct:iEID( very sticky situation. I had visions of an ugly mob advancing 
on me - the longer the cocktail hour got. We will try - and the other panelists 
said they would really like to come and try to do the full panel - and we 
will get Congressman Butler back to defend himself from a narrower position 
and wetd love to have him back. 
~ 
Pagel' April 6, 197~ and wer11 pick up on the ground we must cover 











Well on Tuesday of last week which would be April 2nd I guess, 
another meeting of the Republicans which I didnrt attend but Gena was 
there - far as I can tell, the principal purpose of the meeting was to 
the principal thing which came out of it was the instruction to eena "J'tf?'V""'Nt 
to prepare inority vie in response to the question about counsel 
and so f orth w ic were subsequently filed wit us on - at ursday 
mormings committee meeting we got the thing from Sam Garrison. 
~ - the 
The big news I think that I wanted was to/ appearance on the panel 
Wednesday night - yourve got all that. But it was an interesting 
experience for me becaus e I learned some of the questions that 
people would be asking and was also a little bit surprisecwo find 
not much sympathy with the President in that group at all. -I~ was 
just --. open hostilitiJi 
Well, not exactly, just a negative reaction to anything that would 
elicit sympathy£ for the president. I had to go out of town on Tuesday 
afternoon and got back the first thing Wed. morning. The news of 
the Presidentr s taxes came up this week. l;1Y immediate reaction to that 
w~ that he shouldn rt have paid them hu-L that_he..__had sa.id _thaf h(!; 
would ab~JJy -tne r ~ling of the CQlDllli~ and he did it. I think 
t ~ s sometning he hacr-fo do but I think he did it in a manner 
which- would probabty get the quickest acceptance. My personal view 
of it~that he got taken in several regards. I think his lawyers ought 
to be disbarred for what they d~ tis .t ax l~~wye~s - and I think this 
stuff about transportation xof~~ his family - xkrlxxxrl£ - throw that 
back at him. It was a shock to me. And thatrs about the substance of 
it - I felt like he asked t~ wrong .Q§Ople to _gi y_e him an opinion and 
go~_s fii__gk with it and -ffiatr§ _toq_ba~ But the fact that he..,..s paid 
, 1,~ it up and - here again - and I haven rt read it -~ the ~ l j cation_ 






The Thursday morning briefing -
Before you get away from the tax thing - you felt that he should not 
have paid - that he should have contested it or - you felt that he 
should havepaid since he said he would. 
No I felt like his obligation was to pay it as the question was ultimately 
~RX!Q:bc resolved that his committee ;;:.,. Hers asked for an opportunity to argue 
his case and I think they should have gone and argued it and had a chance 
to protest it and the IRS got involved in it and J think he could have been 
perfectly consistent with his representatiorn and rai§.5!.Q.._§_Ome questions. 
After this is not a c anmittee verdict but a s t,aff .£.,~l22£,t.. But the 
fact that he promp · p cri:d-i-t· -fndicates to me that hers ~ettin~ advice 
~a...n,o,l.Ltic~ awareness that hasnrt alway9 been there. Maybe is own /_.-I 
political awareness 1 s improving and she second thing~ is l"'fliat h e ~ '+li-~ 
ptld it JJIR as promptly ~ he did_..9n this flem~ . - _.Qn this recommendatio.!1 
t h~L hag.___ VJ;!PY little force - here again - indicates to me that it was 
sound,_judgement and.it should set well with people in the United Stat~s. ......... .. --- ; -· 
You canrt get around the fac t that ne fias voluntarily surrenderrerlg one 
half his net worth. And if I had any net worth, I sure would hate to see ~ - -it go. 
1t._ ~
1 
"'" Thursday morning}- briefing was a disappointment to me because itr s become 
cv...J(' apparent now that what werve done - and I pushed this - I felt like its 
J' o A.._ very important and I think depositions are~ eat aid. I think the way 
~/ to gather infrnrunation was for the staff to go out and interview people 
J,,,t,, 1 and depositions. And if anybody on the committee had ener¥ enough to 
S;d -tlh- JJ4-~ 1 .t.. ,-J-- - fr" ,t f,- .,_~'/t-,, fl;'-J:f 1,~cl1 _..... 
l,.cv·· r ... - _____ ,A l:G:..t-i . _ 'J-l~ 
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~ along and take the de12ositions, they would.:__ ~ nd that the President had B 
e right ta be__.nresent and cross examine an[_th_ey __ weuld jus-t_pe.r..sue j_-
and that would have g brought us to the truth peetty quickly and we wouldn 1 t 
/
h~ve had that big circus with everybody present. Well the sta~ust~ 
arfiltrarily said that they aren 1 t going to1:ake any more depositions. 
'- - --- ----
~ 
Now the specific question I asked Mr. Doar at that briefing was - dealt 
with - was what investigative aids do you have if you 1 ve given up 
P depositions - how do you get the dope out of a reluctant witness. His · -- response was that there are no reluctant witnesses. Now I didn rt pursue that --~ further because they always get to me when we are runnlng ou t 
oftime. 







Yes, this was in the public briefing. And I think thatrs wrong. J.j:_the:i;-e 
are no reluctant witnesses then he 1 s only getting one side of the case 
~Je::.s.::t=,.;:: so what they want to do is -have ,,a preliminary __g..etel'.'mi nation 
f faq± ~¥.-the_ corru:nJtte~ What concerns me is that we are going to make 
preliminary determination of fact blli:....a,_s far as the public_i~_££_ncerned 
i ~ a final determination of facJ:. Just like the staff report of the 
tax committee. 
So for this reason, I was disturbed at this. They had abandoned the 
deposition and I was disturbed at the manner in which they had done it 
and I think the Republicans were too. But now this is really off the 
record - but afterwards I had a chat with Ed Hutchinson ahout...just what 
they are a~:mt. accomplishing on those tapes and he declined to be specific 
and I didnrt cross examine him of course. I just had to let him talk. But 
L,g..et. the view - from my chat with him - that they are..l!2._t turning Uf 
~anythi~g wE:_havenrt reaa aoout befor_~ And ultimc:FEely we are going to 
come down to a - as I view it now - ~ a qualitative juc!gement of just 
how muc!; circumstancial evidence will _ be 11Sed fo implica_t~ _:the Prssfdent 
1 
of::fne United .States in~ a .. conSJJi~<:.SY to _qb_str.tict jus_tic~ It.!.s,_.gQing to 
E!:,_a pretty thin reed and itr s dist · se that ~J.l mea-.:1.. that 
~erers no black and white de~ ¥Dn au.d j:ts__going_to disintegrate into 
a partisan_ discussion and rrmAeicited about that. 
Appropos of that that I rode back nn the train after - now that could 
have been this morning - that was this probably this morning - so I 1 ll 
get to that in a minute. 
I did run into Del Lat~/ - the new 
that night and both he and l have, 
dj.sapP.Q.,in~d in what they have been 
And I have that view of it. 
member of the committee - at dinner 
defini-te_feel~i,._ng that_ j:h~ staff J-s 
able to turn up against the El'.'esident. 
The other thing that came up on Thursday morningstaping was the question 
of subpena. It 1 s xn only collateral even now. Bl.l.:t._RodinQ.._~£2!..e_a_letter 
~:ng I 1 m gonna subpena Mr. Pr~s~ __ i.f_y_QJ::!_dqn 1 t come up. And I thought 
-Enis was a little bit advanced because I donrt see how we can subpena before 
we have evidence and I 1m not sure that werve thought through exactly how 
we are going to ~ orce that subpena. And if the majority of those who would 
~ch are building their case aroung_ imJJ_ea£!!nent for failure to honor a 
~#e;e~na_ of Congress that seems_to_me. thatr s a awfulJ32_- tmn reed and if 
. ~ t ey are moving in that dir~ction, it:_s_ a-1llis±ake_ancLI donrt want to be 
ft.J-~ a ~aExzEfxil~ party to it. J_MY view o£_it has ~hifted around_to - at the 
SL1r moment - when you start thinking about how to f orce a subpena then I 
t',.,,, r think you ought to make it perfectly clear when you issue the pubpena 
/ that if i~-t--lwnor_e th t · · to create a res tion in the minds 
-{"I)~ of the committee and the Congress and the ouse o epresentatives fnat ~~f9 -
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a~~information is being withheld. And then .,.I _th~nk_ the baj;)y ought to 
~_!o be the sena t e, s naoy . I- dori--=rt fliink we ought to make any further 
efrorts to get any information unless - get any information by subpena if 
therers a - if hte purpose of the subpena is the get information that will 
clarify doubt then the clarification should be resolved against the person 
who denied the information and it becomes the burden of the Senate. But 
I do think we ought to make a determination in the Committee as to how we 
are gonna enforce the subpena before we/ issue one. 
agree to 
Thatrs why you asked today to see detailed notes in advance 
Thatrs right I wanted ... thatrs exactly right why I asked them that question 
today. 
~ . 
As a side light Bill Cohen were sitting there and we noticed that Teddy Whit 
was there. Bill Cohen is in a pretty marginal district aruL.appar~nIT:Y- thinks 
hers got trouble, I donrt j(now~ we agreed that maybe Teddy Wb ite was ther e 
to interview him on t he subject of the undoing of a Congressman. We laughed 







But ~ yway itrs getting to be big time when it can bring that guy in 
What~is iE the Breaking of the President 
The Breaking of the President - thatrs right, yeah. Thatrs the thing that 
took place. I was home this weekend and we had a cocktail party. Lot of 
people there. And the strange thing is ~iuu rrm finding that my 
friends are getting to the point whe~e_ ...:they are not - mms:id~z:ta:ey;xllz:si.i~ 
ZX3NJiiprn~t;xt;keXJi1~2:SZN.BN:X: t ~ most -that they r 11 say :i.~ v u12.port_ the President. 
I guess the general expression almost now is tell them to get off my friend 
the President and then the other view is impeach him. :a_u~ very few 
people have__!.!!!£er!_aken to examine me Qp wh..s:t...._we are dC?_ing ---=::thfy K inda _Re~ect 
the position rrm in which I think is right. ~£zxekHE1wle:cig:esxm~z:s0~t;x0£ 
0iraiexafz~0l.ie They are acknqilil!eg.g,i ~ ID.Y. _S.QE.t of Judicia]_ role and Pm 
apparently been able to put that over in the district so rtTI.. ride with 
that as long as I can. /1'1 I ! 1 _.f.,,/ 
- .q ~ 1 V "; 11,-,-- _ f- 8 , F"1" 
The article in the Richmond Times Dis~ - did you see that - the boy 
1 , wrote on this thing - actually Stephen spent a day or two with me - Stephen 
~111~ - itrs in Sundayrs TD but he also attended that Washington Press 
Club and he wrote a not unsympathetic article but the point of view is 
w 
B 
I did not realize that my audience was such a anti-Nixon audience :tkat as 
he led me to believe from his article. 
........_felt/ 
Oh, you didnrt - although you~ it was hostile. 
"- is/ 
I felt it was - the word I should have said~ - they did not greef,ijth 0 
warmth any discussion or sympathy the problems of the President. He was•K#oi7Pf 
sitting out in the audience and he seemed to think they were out to get 
him and so they were unsympathetic to what I said. I thought they had 
fallen under the spell of my logic but that was just my view of it. The 
other interesting thing is the New York Times man came through here and 
he putting an article together. Hers a good, good, ... I read some of his 
snuff every now and then. He is pretty good. But he had a column on 
f,f;,z ·1x3 't£Pt-f;-fl='WP 
otf;£z v 7u7b1.7 (u ';1;0}1,oAP 
·7n-fl=' uoFJ;Jwv1,g · M> of;t 
W15?·1.3bf'J 
-n1071vJ:,~ ,ov~ 'Ht?•M.J JJ,~'lf? 
f,1;roo~ ,u/2'v~ 








Rodino - did you see it? And he had some comment about me in it and some-
kind I had said about Rodino ..::... well thai wa·s a good idea because Rodino 
m~ e c: _.Yeg:Y goo_d.. point a£ _ thanl<ing me for it th :i,_§ mor_ning and he a~so 
recognized me - he recogu_ized me ah ead af.:a- G&nJ.pl.e of 01:her ---p eop:l:-e- - even 
tfiough Ihad been recognized the last 
-Naughton -
So you did yourself some good, is that why he/ was interviewing you - for 
the column? 
Not for this column - he's going to do something next week on the whole 
Judiciary Committee but I judge that Rodino is going to get the profile 
th~s week and the whole committee gets it next week. That's about the way 
I see it. 
Was that in the Sunday Times 
The Sunday Times - The New York Times - if I could afford it I would buy 
it. 
And - this morning's briefin - well I hate to see Sam Garrison - sidelight 
/~.-✓ in thw~e, I think he is Jack Anderson view is closer to accurate than 
y.,,y-,-· what/were told this morning ut we ve just got to recognize a s guy, 
-17 L AThert Gena, is a pr ima donna. _ You don't get to be one mf the great 7:r ial 1,..,--:~- lawyers o r y - you know - waitin to be called ..,:_ you can see 
f~~  he's been resident of enoug socie ies to have a u time public r ~lations 
s~aff or its equivalen going an Just think tat bfuchas - he looks with 
~~t embar!§..s.Smgnt on bis rni._nority employe:cs and that/we H~ve ma de aserTous-
~,;if fr;#/ mist~n hiring him because - simply- because, not because I would reflect 
i~ . fa f on li1s 3/.:tellectual integrity or anything of that nature- - but simply 
~r-1'. tt because l I -.think he feels llike he can put on an adv..o.ca±e£i....lli!:t one moment 
V~. anfl. be 1udicious the next and it doesn't work that way. That isn't the 
~~ wa~, q~ was employed. He spoke t o a point of personal p) ivilege this morning ~ ~ an ; h is professional integrity was involved and it wasn't a god damned bit. ( . ) He x:t was takirvthat time to s out off and cut down a memorand he had been 
~~1«:.,~, , q__irected to file. But he's too bi or us ~ ght now an so we can 1 t 
W- ~f« speculate t ha rwe are go:mng to do it but it's a real---a:-isappointment for me 
h1i 1/."JJ..,,..,. but not surprising. He's not capable of subordinating himself_!_o his job 
~ .Jvi· @ d I think John Doar deserves a lot of credit. He's taken a lot of abuse 
and we don't let him respond and yet I think he's maintained a pretty good 
view of it. I don't think he's honestly setting out to screw the President. 
but some of the circumstances may develop that way. I get more regard for 
\, 
him as I see him in action. He may be opini~ a-rd- to-shake but I 
think he's trying hard and I don't get that same feeling about Gena. I 
think Gena is a±l f-er Gena and it's goigg to hurt the Republicanx people 
.-- ...........__,, _____ _ -.-..- - _....,.,.octy speakin~ for ~u_,s a.pd we are limited by 
Eg__ Hutchinson trying to do that although..J thought he did a beautiful 
job in defending Sam Garrison this morni~ and everythin_g- t hatr:d says 
just makes_plenty of sense but he's not i.JmiN inclinedto say it very 
often so I'm afraid Gena is going to hurt us and I'm sorry it 1 s working 
out that way. 
W I \'ti\ :;,ad missed the Anderson column - was that over the weekend. I saw the 
original one 
B It was Saturday - Jack Anderson 1 s column. 
W He said in essence that there were some people on the committee out to 
get Gena ~ IJ-/1./--/_.( war 
A3 
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B In effect that they were goigg around and that Sam Garrison was the hatchet 
man - you might want to read it. ix I turned my copy over to Larry Hogan. 
I went down and got right ·up in back of Hogan and asked the questions 
cause I felt I was too close to Sam - lo:hlked like his lawyer. I also asked 
Mr. Rodino and Ed Hutchinson if they thought we should give Sam Garrison 
time to respond and Rodinors answer was - I thought - pretty good - he said 
you have guide by your own conscious but then they both went on to say 
that when you get into a contest of this nature with Jack Anderson you are 
not doing anything to help it you are promoting it and so they pretty well 
persuaded me that I didnr 1™~ J:9k"iet Sam too far out on a limb. So, 
fortunately this Pollack, ' ~ < raised the question and Ed Hurchinson 
answered it and I thought it was answered ... ! was pleased with the 
answer. Then Gena had to get into his personal privilege and so forth 
~ and thatAnot the role counsel should take. 
/ 
I cam tall you I am privately critical in my own mind but I am not participat':ip~ 
in~ny m more Republican conferences wherers he gonna - I just donrt 
think 1r11 go to anymore of those things if he 1 s gonna - not going to 
~ follow through on the directions. Maybe I 1 ll go next time ans see but 






If Gena is not going to do what we tell him, gracefully, then I think he 
ought to quit but he 1 s too big a man for us to fire at the moment, his 
position. 
What was it he failed - did he fail to come through on 
No, t~ instruction was to prepare a minority view which he did but then he 
got up this morning - and you were there - a~l!_t I donTt really 
subscribe to it - this is an advocate brief~ Well, that 1 s a lot of crap. 
He's our mouthpiece.:,kHe 1 s not paid to think. · 
It tended to undercut the whole thing. 
!3 .~....-Thatrs right, it did more than that .. ~st embarrassed ... it made us look 
fr ~ like a b ools and I thought that was unneces~ary . . I would 
,:f'1:".':'//Jiave fired · · · ot forte ower o e £ress. And you can quote 
),, ~ me on at - alright - you can rt w~ quote me - ut that 's the way I think. 
W Not yet - but maybe later on. 
~ 
Let 1 s see 1rm trying to think what else took place this morning~_ The line 
V 
of ..questioning I fa] 1 awed.. and the one I do think is important is lay Ing the 
ground work for the subpena. I also felt Til<e-i:he staff and the Chairman 
are both going to be so greatly relieved that we are going on recess so 
they can go forward and do things their own way that it 1 s frightening. So 
I also wanted to make it clear that I was available during the recess. I 
think the committee is bE;ing taken on that deal. (.xf.,-- 1 ~ fi½cl"'l'vt.,,J-
/k-1'C-il p,< ft{ T 7v J..JQ/'«:-,,.. D '-'J?/,,q- 7/rC 4!c-c <':- >.J ? ) 




I gwe:s just - you 1 re damned right. Not only that but I._do~~int you 
o~a~_;. after recess - after a while - It 1 1 e3hould 
be followed throu has soon as its available and get it out so t-h~ y have 
a chance to study it. X ou see a e rie in ast--"Wednesday he read 
us~J:-etter tnat he was going to send to St. Clair. We never saw a copy 
or anything - he didn 1 t have a copy for us when we got there. And one of 
the things it said was at the direction of the Committee, I'm making this 
request.~ hadn 1 t made any direction at all. werd just been listening. 







·th a million dollars and a staff of a hundred. One other 
·interesting ting is in myseliin another - ITm going to be in another 
difficult position - the funding resolution for the Judiciary Committee 
is going to cane up for review and ITm on House Adrnmistrationn ow and 
so ITm going to have to be in a position of defending what I didn: f nave 
much enthusiasm for to begin with 
Is that additional funding for the 






You didnTt have much _ enthusiasm for funding ? 
/ 7 - c-L -it,_.:,_, 
I£ voted for/ the million dollar funding befors~ly because I didnrt 
want any Republicans to s~~ are blocking investigation and the. 
representations were made that we needed the money_ and now itfs coming 
back, werve spent the million dollars. We havenrt had a business meeting 
and I tb1"nk we ought to use that opportunity to get some conditions out 
of the staff as to when they are going to move and what they are going to 
cut us in on. 
W There were quite a fww people who were saying today - quite a few, there 
. / were Mann and Hogan was saying that staff seems to be running the show 
✓ do you have some feelings along those lines? 
itrs almost ... 
B Well - yes, thatts a fair accusation but;ftiow else would you do~ I do~rt 
~ think_i:t~ fair to-~ize tl!f? staff_for rll;!!!!ing-t:.he-show_They__g_onna g_et 
~ 
away with what they can. In fact thatrs the undoing of President Nixon. Itrs 
t1ie responsibility of the Corronittee to stay on top of what the staff is 
;,.,,.,_ doing ' and we are not insisting upon the staff giving us anything except .,,v"~w0- S!umbs ail:a I think that's a ligitimate criticism and thatTs why Rodino 
~I~ · has got "to-have a gN.X business meeting and we have got to go ahead no 
f' r-;;:;--- holes barred. 
W Let me ask you a little bit on the record in terms on the story Irm going 
to be doing tomorrow on Sam Garrison and his reply to Jack Andersonrs 
column - do you want me to turn this off now. 
mentioned 
B Well, I just donrt want my name to be linked with Sam Garrisons because ITm 
- you know I like Sam - hers not my protege at qtJJ, b¥~ he is from my district 
and he was elected in my city and so Ir UF-been ~~~xx&~ him since he was 
15 years old and so I donrt want anything to be atrributed to me because 
liixs&Mmb<x:ikR it would sound a /little bit like he was my puppet and hers not. 
Hers got a whole lot of stana;,,iith the Committee that doesnrt have a thing 
to do with his prior association with me. 
W You say you donrt want to corronent on the Anderson column ... 
B No except that (for the record) for the record the only thing I would say 
is what I said that - uih - Sam Garrison understands that hers employed 
to work at the direction of the minority on the Committee and that hers 
doing that job and working also closely with Mr. Gena. And if Mr. Gena 
has any lack of confidence ITm not aware of it. And he certainly hasnrt 
expressed it to me or the Republicans on the committee. 
W Gena has not expressed any. 
B No. Of course I've known ... no body questions samrs ability - even Jack 
Anderson. 
W Do you want to add that in .. 























Well to get back to the off the record part 
Is the record running now - okay fine. 
What is really happening - N:s. is Sam - apparently is inheriting this burden 
to be something of :aa an advocate for what may or may not be a Republican 
position on the committee. 
ThatTs right, I think GoDijohaRrob~~w ¥~¥A ~~tr~¢e ~t £hataM1t!his 
morning to brief him./! t6ok fiut som~ oftfie more inflamatory parts 
of the statement. Now that I certainly think he should have control over 
style and judgement should be there Mand how it should be written 0 but_ 
if hers editing the work of the minority staff to weaken the thrust . of tbe 
a~guinent, then hers lost sight of why he has this job. And thatrs what 
prries me:: Because the President of the t:Jnrt:ed StateS[\e~gs an advocate 
on hi behalf in the Committe I think o~ - him~ the staff. 
Thatrs the minority as got to insist on the zc ~ thing because the 
majority is not going to do it. And I think Gena ~ug t to recognize it. 
The special order today - I should comment on that. Bob McClory just 
called me this morning - well, he called me Friday afternoon alter I 
left and I called him back this morning and he said he would have a 
special order so he put out a new release~it ~ ilit tii!l~g and 
~a~/4 
l)J~~~JJ-
I said yes not realizing that he had put out this ux:ru<.Ei dear colleague 
letter which had questions in it and not realizing that he was going 
to do these things, I thought we would just kick it around a little 
bit. Ihen he put opt the_press release and having rrade love to Mr. 
Rodino the day before it kinda of infiibited me in the partrc-i-pation 
tl1:i:s afte1·110QIL. But I do think it served a useful purpose and thatr s ( ,1,JT_?) 
too bad. You will recall we had an earlier special orderin which we 
finally got some action out of them ~ nd so this is rapidly 
~ · onl way the Republicans can needle the committee into 
agion and although o ino is a i 1e 'b-it resentful - of· rt I suspect - /vt, fr,'\ 
~t h~ using tbese :r..._ us i ns=:tnis as a needle to control the lunatic ;:;.::::::: 
fringe of his own party, And I suspect that the business meeting - LI~ 
whl come up this week and we will 1:_ave some meaningful discussion. /4d,,I,.;/- /2-:~ 
~ 5/JNJ#/,f,f.r-/ .;:';t:.. rt--•r'r 
There was some indication from __ --,, __ this morning that he feels -
that the use of affadavits rather than depositions.-isn rt it an attempt by some 
XMEXR of the staff - maybe the majority to keep St. Clairrs role 
limited - do you have any feeling on that. 
_.1-- ..,,,,," r:!. '.g,)' .1,·c:---Scar.ed of him. I think hers competent and able and 
a court with him. 
The staff is scared ... 
eah the staff is frightened of him. Now of course - yes - you see Gena 
wouldnrt want to be in the same court room because hers supposed to be 
on the same side and yet he isn't. But- I-think John Doar and those 
"' ~~~ ~-t-:~~.:--;r- ... ~ ...... ~,n im7 oose- because }lers~ bviously_gy_tte 
e and so that's the reason they've abandoned 
the deposition. You know I mentioned ~that earlier. Basically we wer-
talking about depositions and rules for depositions a~d then I got 
a ~nt £rom them not to take any depositions until we resolved 
tnis question so they resolved it by issuing an order that they wouldnrt 
t ~ es-:it:i:e-FiS-.--_ -
They've done that. They are not going to take any more depositions. 

















The staff made that decision. 
Thatrs the situation. Thatrs 
by the whole committee. 
D._ (_ L ,( 714 
Thatrs what ~ was criticising today. 
a staff decision that~skM:wi.M have been made 
ought to 
Well, nobody on the committee today moved to reverse that. 
Well you see this was just a briefing session and not a business session. 
Oh, I see.J e's not calling business sessions just these briefing sessions. 
Thatrs what Rodino is doing to us. See we havenrt had any b~ e.ss 
sessions. Thatrs right. You donrt h~ you don~t have any 
quorums and you don't ~ e_any roll c.alls and you don rt have anything 
accomplished so thatts the situation hets put us in. 
Well somebody at the next business meeting - will be Wednesday or Thursday ... 
· possiblV:: 
The next business rreeting will be Thursday I think - , ~~}Qi~ Wednesday 
probably Thursday. 
Now is the~e likely to be someone who will try at that point to get this 
decision on depositions reversed 
No. (W- why not) I think wetre - well because that would be premature. 
fhe question to resolve is whether the President will be represented by 
counsel or not. And once we resolve that question then wer11 move into 
something wlse. But I think thatts a preliminary - tha~~ view of it, 
I think wetre going to resolve it - I mean I think if _ Edwards ~eant 
what he said then there isntt any problem about it. Yea, and t he more I 
think about it the more I think we got an admission out_g_f. him t lgt: ~ 
_--z-
i s going to emnarras im. 
It was an interesting comment and I led with it in the story in the ~oanoke 
Times tomorrow 
Oh you put it in your story tomorrow - oh good. 
W Wetve got about 10 more minutes. rrd like to ask you about - call this 
a sidebar but itts kinda involved here - did you know Carl Bernstein 
a reporter for the Post when he was covering the legislature a couple 
of years ago. 
him now. 
B No, I donrt remember/. I saw it in the paper and I didntt recognize him. 
W He was working with Helen Dewar and was sort of a protege and was working 
on human interest feature stuff. This was 1971. 
B I knew Helen Dewar down there but I didntt remember seeing him. Hers come 
a long ways hasn t t he ? (W- He really has) He's going to write a better book 
than we are. 
W Oh, hets got the book. And to have Al Pacino and Dustin HOffman playing 
in the movie. All that stuff. But your first - was this Washington Press 
Club thing the other night your first contact with a whole bunch of the 
national press. 
~
, B Yes, and I wasntt impressed with them either. (W-you were not. Tell me about 
' it)~ it was lar ely women and ladies, by fortunate coincidence. No, they 
~'7 .. r wer7 very nice ~nd t~ey weren't liostil: : t_hes questioning was not threaten~ . 
-~ I didntt feel like they asked me anyth+ng that I couldn' t answer. Lot of 
· them were-a little bit - it could have been embarrassing if I hadnJ t thought 
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B my answers through a little bit. Oh, I didn 1 t think - I wasn 1 t overly 
impressed with the intellectual depth of the crowd but :irne rion.ecif'--i:hem 
were - well, you know it wasn't th~t occasion__- I mean it wasn 1 t that 
kind oran occasion. I also felt like they hadn 1 t done much research on 
ix the subject of impeachment so I felt like they were ex-society girls, 
report~ few things like that. 
W Where there any big name reporters there 
B I didn't see any. Richard could tell you. The only ones I know are 
you and Don Hill. 
W You expected a little more probing - more searching questions than you 
got. 
B I don't know what I expected but I don't expect - I 1 m going to be on 
,--1-~,~.~ Agronsky - did Richard tell you - that Public broadcasting thing 
\;af ~ one night this week - Tuesday - and Ms. Holtzman - I don 1 t know 
~ how that will do. I doubt if that has much of a viewing aliNRiR audience. 
W I saw Cohen on that the other night with Flower. 
B I think he 1 s getting all of them. 
W You 1ll have a tape of that I guess. 








t•ff1 J...,.., /,\ ,1,·, .. ( ' 
,fJ-J-
w 
Was Bernstein down there when I was there? (W- I!m sure he was) My last 
session in Richmond was in the Fall of 1970 - spring of 1970 - I might 
have been there in 1971. Let 1 s see we were having elections in 71 - yes 
I was there in 11. That was the session wRz~e~exgmiRgxtmz:am2mizxh2 when 
emns±i±N±i0JU we implemented the constitution 
Well he was there - if that was the last session - 72 - there was no session. 
I was there for two years of Holton sessions. (W-he was down there) Well, if 
you ever see him, tell him I remember him well. 
Apparently he didn 1 t cut too much of a figure them. What did you think of 
Hungates little analagy today on ~»sxesx~i obstetrician - is he the ice breaker 
on the committee He's certainly a nice fella. 
H~ te , well he certainly means well. I I thought it was a little unnecessary. 
I think Jack Brooks was tired so somehody bad._to act like a fool so he chose 
~o-tt-;-73ut as far ontriEuting to what we are doirig I thought that 
s - I din think it contribute anyt ing. i we re getting too many 
f those comments. But 7ruiyrre-wetllget it out of our system and get on. 
W~1 y e got people on· our own side7vmJ-iTa:ve ~ 0 0 much to sc:y. -rro---the only 
one who asks inte11igent----questians. Ever ybody feels the same way about 
h imself - t hat 1 s the problem we 1 ve got. - · --
Do you have any hopes that this darned thing is going to get done any time 
soon? 
B well, you know I really thing we're gonna - come hell or high water, we 1 re 
going to start having evidenciary hearings and I just think they are probably 
going to be premature for all our agitation to get something started we 1 re 
going to be premature and 
W there 1 s that risk isn 1 t there 














Yeah amb<xxiix::tRiix~mM. That's right. And all of the bad news is 
first and then it's going to be our obligation _ ~
our show, 
to come 
I mean the Nixon side of the show , I thil]S_any evi~ce St. Clair want's to 
put on in response will come at the end and I think everybody will be worn 
out with it. 
' 
Should they be open hearings 
Well, my view of it is if you have the right to cross examine they should 
- if you don't then they shouldn't. 
Will there be open hearings - one way or the other? 
Well you know my thought on this is you should send them out on depositions 
and gather all the information that way. 
Apparently that's not gomng to be done 
That's been abandoned simply because they don't want St. Clair there. And I 
guess before we get through I'm going to have to move - or somebody's going 
to have to move to at least get that approach before the committee. 
Yes, you mean to bEing it up for a vote 
Right. 
If nobody else does it you will. 
Yeah, but I think I've got to give i:t: a couple more Yavorable comments 
about Rodino before I can put it over. I'll have to start praising Jack 
Brooks next and tmt's going to be harfl to do. 
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The first thing I want to talk about is in the course of our last briefing 
- and we 1 ve got the whole transcript of it here - you might want to take 
a look at it - on p~e 50 toward the end I had this conversation with Mr. 
Doar in whi ch I asked him with hisa ssurance that we would have a formal 
's'eaunent i 'n advance of any request f or a subpena. And t hen I called him 
a 5 p.m. yesterday afternoon and asked him for it and he said that he had 
the stuff just about ready b!:rt-tbe Chairman didn 1 t want anything released 
rm__!g_J:he next ...!!!.9rning which kinda offended me but I certainly didn 1 t want 
fo _take ,issue with him. I didn 1 t get it rmtil fhi~ rning. But I did 
get a chance to review it. 
Just as a side light - here 1 s the time table of what took place this morning . 
You called me at 9:20 and then the Committee called me and then he called 
me and so forth and it 1 s all there just the way it shapes up. But actually 
I had a chance to read it before I went to the floor so I had a fairly good 
view of it but not as good a one as I would have liked. ~ -
He called you this morning or last night? 
That 1 s this morning - that conversation. 
He also talked to you last night. 
Yeah, when I asked for it last night. And he \:'@S most apologetic about 
it but he felt that was the way- it was. We had a meeting of the group 
at 10 yesterday morning - the Republicans in the House - that was the 
morning of the 10th - and at that time we had Gena 1 s letter - excuse 
me St. Clair 1 s letter before us - Gena was there. 
Was this the Republican members of the Committee? 
Yes, in Hutchinsnn 1 s office. Hutchinson was pretty mad at Bob McClory 
~~ ving made same publ ic statement about it so I didn 1 t tell him too ~ 
m~ch about my television program tonight. So he opened the meeting 
by asking Gena to eIDnezxiaX0Nza comment on a complaint to the various 
members b the staff that thelilajorit liacI ome a rosecuritoria 
s~~f f from the investiga · 
You know we have been pretty insistant that when n - out to xmce~x 
interview somebody that a minority man be present. Well, Gena doesn 1 t 
appreciate the significance of them not being present. 
he up 
Earlier I had breakfast with Dan Kirkendall - xx showed/down there when 
I was in the cafeteria and he also mentioned t h.§..!_ sev~bers of the 
staff and he mentioned a boy named Sharp specifi~ ~ ome to see 
JJJR him complaining that the staff was excluding the minority from its 
investigations so 1 1 112 afraid that this is shapi ng up into a feeling 
thqt th~r;,.e~A)e going~ to be some aifferences on 'the s t aff and .there might 
~~before we are through. Kirkendall - of course - overstates 
everything s o you can't put r oo much reliance in him. Gena kinda side s_:tepped 
the Hutchinson 1 s - quajion though and turned more to the sl letter from St. 
C~ was the general feeling among the Republ1cans tfiough that it was 
























t'wiggins came up with an alternate plan which we never even got around 
to deliberating on this morning. But its set forth in a letter which we 
had and this was the alternate Republican plan when we went in there. 
It 1 s set forth in this letter from Wiggins. J\.Pd thendW~~gins went out 
of town and so it didn 1 t get around to being presente is morning. 
That 1 s basically the three items I wanted to talk about. Just the exchange 
this morning with ~N~R Doar and the timing onthat and his embarrassment 
at the thing. 
And I feel that my reaction to Rodino--w.as-l.l.Ilnecessarily high handed in 
ramming that thing rtlrough this mo:cning..--And I think he had a change 
of' heart - well you were there when I was discussing it with him -
You mean a change of heart - you mean the 
Yeah, actually, I think during the morning he Eealized whEill-.he__i:old e~ecy.body 
we ~ c~m~ back I don rt_ b~lieve he _expected -Eo w~eJLi:t_was_ oby_iou~ly 
the wi o lie group-: - :Ana. itgave him- an- opportunity to clean up his 
subpena. 
You mean it might have been a change of heart on ramming it through? 
Rightl and I think that was good. 
Yeah, that would seem to me that limiting debate to what would work out 
to 60 seconds per member. First, it was pretty much a gag rule. 
That 1 s totally what it was and it was absolutely unnecessary. I thought I 
made a real good statement on it and I 1 m sorry you didn 1 t get it on tape. 
Got it all on paper though. It will be in the transcript later, won 1 t it. 
Yeah it will be in the transcript. It sure will. Well, at least I separated 
myself from the pack once today. 
You really did. 
but 
You can 1 t do----±ha:t JQM:t more_:than-ol=l-Ce a Jjfetime. 
Did you have some notion you were gomng to be the Republican on that? 
'\,.: 11/(C-?t,,/ 
I thought that ~ ould go with it. 
I thought he would too. Wonder why he didn 1 t. Did you ask him later. 
No. he thought he should have too. I think he thought he was too - to tell 
you the truth. 
Bi ribbing about being a mavrick. 
No, thef,?"were very nice. Tb:tW -r}l',~)pe what my problem was. See basically 
oi{;&z v7u7b1.7 I/.) ';1;0/ 1.oAP' 
"7.D-fp U0'f3J;JWV1.fE . M..> Q{;[ 
HJ:/?_,..,r;r,;r 
;;uo71v;,;yc=, ,.;v;yc=, '1.:0,r•M_J jjv1? 
j :o?JfOOM_; 3UhVM_; 
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l B 1/what they w~~~ying m1.x is they were limiting what we were going after 
\/ and I didnrt ~it"1imited. And that was it. 
W You want to get after_ -------------------
' B/ (; wa. nt. to get every god-damned bit of info1DDJation I can get and there V ~ isnrt any excuse for withholding any longer. 
w 
V 
hone call that was reported to you by Doar that 
J hat triggered me - you darn right. 
open I thought it was bein 
The more I thought about it the less ---
W You felt St. Clair was playing games and stalling it more 
/ /'.'.l B Well, I felt like he may or may not have been playing games but he was 
~'-' .../f-,, _triffliu' 1~ th us and I think - I don rt know - I _just thought i t was 
✓ 1/YAvtl_ beheath the dignity of the White House to get into thatkind of exchange 
~~~--r- t o.:}e!I you t he truth. And I said t he same thing. I feel like hers a Sr good lawyer and he ' s-- certainly right in insisting that we specify what 
for but when he has the things in his safe and just dribbles them 
mr'YE:"been a good 






i t. But t haf rs z h _.,__ -
What about the bipartisanship breaking down . Is it breaking down any 
more so than you expected it to or ... is it still hanging together pretty well. 
edit by ear this I think your 
morning and hard nosea and obviqg§lY 
Jack Brooks helped him make that decision but I think he felt 
shapi ng_up_the-ID'.'ong way and he ought to do it. And quite 




sorry it shaped 
g_ct that we just had one nnon vote helped to indicate 
- i ---- - .: -"- - ,.J ..- ---- t.: .,__L..:a_t werd rn-more. Pm 
Why do you think he wanted to limit u~a~ debate? 
W One more thing and then r r11 be through. On this possibility of some staff 
explosion - what more at this point can you say on that? 
(W-no, off the record) 
B On the record - / off the record. Oh, well, Sam Garrison sent around a memo-
randum, confidential memorandum, he sent it to Mr. Hutchinson and then he 
sent me a copy of i i;_e- which I tore up - saying that - it arose out of 
this exchange with · Gt.na - and b e fell like Gena admitted . - like Gena 
de · misled everybody and on the basis of th e felt 1 . , ' 
the situat· d become in o ora e i ll..!].is relationship with Ge 
Genawasnrt re resenting the minority and that he was going to get 
b it and her s oo ing or more Jo s - am - an a "" s what he 
.
/ told Hutchinson. Well, I thi am is a li.ttle bi.t overly sensitive about 
V the problem but something has got to be done on several people Q.!!.__,the 
m:.wor~ .oing_j:o quit and make a lot of hasty statemenis about it 
and that ..what- concerns me. - _;, 
W The explosion then would come from the minority side. 
B Yeah. 
